
 

 

 

 

 

Compare Experts 
20 Questions to Ask Before Hiring Any 

Speaker Expert for Your Event 

Donn   Speaker 2  Speaker 3   The Questions to Ask 

                                1. Does the speaker customize real content (or just title pages)? 

                                2. Is the program format designed for varied learning styles? 

                                3. Does the program include built-in followup and reinforcement? 

                                4. Can the speaker fill multiple slots to save on speaking fees/travel? 

                                5. Does the take-home value tie in to your audience’s core issues? 

                                6. Is there an online resource center available to people 24/7? 

                                7. Is the speaker entertaining as well as informative? 

                                8. Does the speaker do thorough pre-program research? 

                                9. Does the speaker provide handout masters at no charge? 

                                10. Does the speaker involve the audience? How? 

                                11. Does the speaker use only clean language and humor? 

                                12. Is the speaker accessible to attendees before and after the event? 

                                13. Does the speaker “hard sell” products from the platform? 

                                14. Is the speaker’s office responsive to requests for information? 

                                15. Does the speaker work to ensure the success of the event? 

                                16. Will there be NO additional charges for customization? 

                                17. Are the materials based on college grad/post-grad content levels? 

                                18. Does the speaker qualify clients (or do they work with anyone)? 

                                19. Am I confident my attendees will be happy with this speaker? 

                                20. What is the speaker’s fee? How does it compare to the market? 

20/20        TOTAL SCORE 

  
Need a top-notch speaker for your next association meeting, annual conference, executive retreat, or 

corporate event? You just found him! Contact Donn LeVie Jr.’s office at (51) 797-3035 now to explore 

how we can work together to make your next event a huge success from start to finish…and beyond! 
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1. Do you customize real content (or just title pages)? 
Absolutely. Donn works with conference owners to tailor 
keynotes, seminars, and presentations for conference 
audiences.  

2. Is the program format designed for varied learning 
styles? Donn uses approaches that incorporate the four 
major learning styles, so all will benefit from the content 
presented.  

3. Does the program include built-in follow-up and 
reinforcement? Donn’s 30-day follow-up programming 
content is exclusive to your conference attendees. No one else 
does that! That’s a strong member-value magnet!  

4. Can you fill multiple slots to save on speaking 
fees/travel? No taxi-meter pricing here! Your investment is 
good for all day, so you can fill multiple 
keynote/seminar/panel discussion opportunities using Donn. 

5. Does the take-home value tie in to your audience’s 
core issues? Take-home value for Donn’s programs begins 
immediately and for 30 days with follow-up content to 
reinforce new strategies and tactics.  

6. Is there an online resource center available to 
attendees 24/7? Donn’s blog has downloads and links to 
high-value content as well as YouTube videos for more 
information.  

7. Are you entertaining as well as informative? Absolutely! 

Donn has lots of entertaining stories from his career in 
oceanography, oil and gas exploration, and high technology 
that tie in to program content and themes.  

8. Do you conduct thorough pre-program research? Donn 

conducts pre-program research for all programs to add high 
takeaway value for attendees.  

9. Do you provide handout masters at no extra charge? 
Yes.  

10. Do you involve the audience? How? Donn begins every 

program with an audience participation exercise and uses 
them throughout the program (small group discussion; 
polling; demonstrations with audience, etc.).  

11. Do you use only clean language and humor? Donn’s 

keynotes and programs are 100% “certified” profanity free. 
There’s no place for profanity in public or professional 
speaking.  

12. Are you accessible to attendees before and after the 
event? Donn is accessible before and after his 
keynotes/programs to answer questions from attendees.  

 

13. Do you "hard-sell" products from the platform? For 

paid engagements, Donn does not “hard sell” his products 
from the platform. He does give away copies of his books in 
programs to stimulate participation.  

14. Is your office responsive to requests for information? 

If it’s not on the website, requests for more information are 
addressed within one working day.  

15. Do you work to ensure the success of your event? 
Donn will promote the event through social media channels 
where he is active and work with association social media 
channels.  

16. Will there be NO additional charges for 
personalization? What? Other speakers actually charge for 
personalizing a program? Not Donn. (Custom programs do 
entail additional charges.)  

17. Are the materials based on college graduate/post-
graduate content levels? Yes, Donn’s content is aimed at 
professionals and based on 30 years in management & 
leadership positions for Fortune 100 companies.  

18. Do you qualify clients (or do they work with anyone)? 
Donn works only within tight boundaries of his targeted and 
qualified association and corporate audiences who can best 
benefit from his branded expertise.  

19. Will I be confident my attendees will be happy with 
you as a speaker? Yes! Donn’s website has tons of social 
proof of incredible value attendees have received from him as 
an expert problem solver and speaker.  

20. What is your fee? How does it compare to the 
market? Contact Donn for determining your investment 
amount (it is competitive). The value attendees (and your 
organization) receive far exceeds what most expert speakers 
offer. Unlike most other speaker experts, the quoted 
investment you receive from Donn is all-inclusive of travel-
related expenses.  

 

“If the outside speaking expert you hired isn’t 

serving as a change agent for your audience 

AND your organization beyond the event they 

were hired for, then the value you expect and 

pay for likely will not be there for any long-term 

vision-shifting, high-impact results.” 

Donn LeVie Jr. 
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